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900 Series Software
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Features and Benefits

Feature Benefit

Time domain, frequency domain, or mixed control strategies Control strategy options provide fast, stable, correction of drive signals between pulses for 
both electrodynamic and hydraulic shakers

Damped Sine, Sine Beat, ZERD (compensated damped Sine), 
and Random waveform types

Wide variety of waveform types ensure that the synthesized waveform accurately repre-
sents the required shock environment

User selectable SRS parameters, SRS type (maxi-max, primary 
positive, primary negative, residual positive, residual negative, 
and composite), octave spacing, and percent critical damping

Comprehensive SRS analysis capabilities ensure that the required analysis functions are 
available for a wide range of shock tests from seismic to pyrotechnic shock testing

Automatic setup of control parameters Control parameters are automatically set up for the user based on the reference pulse 
entered, simplifying test setup

Independent control frequency bandwidth Testing to frequencies that are above the recommended shaker frequency range is possible 
by setting the control frequency bandwidth independent of the measurement bandwidth

Minimize Effective Duration (TE) Waveform synthesis can be set to minimize the effective duration of the synthesized pulse 
to meet the Mil-Std-810 requirements for pyrotechnic shock tests

Copy/Paste SRS and Waveform Components SRS tests are easily created by copying and pasting from tables of values in test specifica-
tions or previous tests

Automatic selection of minimum control frequency The minimum control frequency can be automatically set based on the coherence between 
drive and control transducer measured during pretest

High quality linear phase filters High quality filters eliminate distortion of transient signals due to filtering

SRS Shock Control is typically used to simulate 
the complex vibration environment seen in 
earthquakes and pyrotechnic shock. Shock 
Response Spectrum is a characterization of the 
damage potential of a transient waveform.  
The test reference is specified as a shock 
response spectrum. SRS Shock Control 
synthesizes a time history that conforms to the 
given SRS reference profile. The synthesized 
waveform is made up of sinusoidal 
components that the user may specify as 
damped sines or sine beats. The synthesis 
iterates the component attributes to produce 
a pulse that matches the reference SRS and 
effective duration (TE of the pulse). 

SRS Shock Control is an add-on to Classical Shock and requires DP960-31.  SRS Shock Control is included in DP960-30.
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NOTE: Continued product improvement necessitates that Data Physics reserves the right to modify these specifications without notice.
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Comprehensive Shock Response Control and Analysis Features

2  Live Data Display 
Overlay Maxi-Max, Primary Positive, 
Primary Negative SRS.

1  Test Control  
Automatic or manual control of  pulse polarity, 
level, control parameters, and number of pulses.

3  Synthesized Shock Pulses 
Overlay reference and control waveforms that 
produce the required Shock Response Spectrum.

Related Applications

Random Vibration Control 
DP960-10

Control a shaker to reproduce a specific 
vibration environment described by a 
power spectral density (PSD) profile

Sine Vibration Control  
DP960-20

Control a shaker to run sine sweep or dwells 
and characterize a test structure’s resonances

Classical Shock Control 
DP960-30

Control a shaker to run pre-defined classical 
shock pulses such as half-sine or sawtooth


